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Summary 
This video was filmed at Macdonald Hall and features Tyler Hummel, an alumnus of the Master of 
Science (MSc) in Marketing and Consumer Studies. In this video, Tyler talks about his experience in the 
MSc program and how his education has influenced his career.  

00:00 - 00:07 
Title slide with College of Business and Economics logo and text “Alumni profile: MSc Alumnus Tyler 
Hummel.” 

00:07 – 02:17 
[Cut to medium shot of Tyler Hummel] 

Tyler Hummel: My name is Tyler Hummel, I'm an MSc graduate, and I now work at Syngenta Canada as 
the market insight lead. The MSc degree teaches a way of thinking that's entirely unique, much more 
analytical, experimental driven. It gives you a new way of thinking and just the project management 
from the thesis degree, I can't say how valuable the one-year thesis degree was. I've had a conversation 
with my boss, we are framing an open-ended problem and I started talking to him about independent 
variables and dependent variables and what's actually driving this and he just looked at me and said 
"You just kind of think about things a different way don't you?" My role as Market Insight Lead at 
Syngenta Canada, I do very much what I learned at the University of Guelph with the MSc program. I do 
research studies, I do pricing work if we're launching a new product; what should it be priced at, how do 
consumers perceive the current market. All these kinds of things. I'll go out anytime we're looking for 
mass customer or market insights. I'll be driving those ad hoc projects. The tools that you use in the MSC 
program are academic tools, but there are a great number of academic tools are used in industry. So 
when we're learning about discrete choice experiment in the MSc program, that is something that I 
continue to see and continue to use today when we're doing some type of pricing study. The culture of 
the MSc program is something else entirely. It's such a small, and just because of the nature of how 
small is, such a small and tight-knit group. You're much more of a partner than you ever were as a 
student in your undergraduate degree. Throughout the course of the thesis you'll be spending a full year 
with faculty and faculty members. You'll be getting their feedback. You'll be getting their criticisms. 
You'll be getting their support. I can't tell you how good it feels after spending a year and countless 
hours on a major project that you are wholly invested in and standing up and defending that among the 



four academic and industry experts. It's just a great feeling and then you're left with a sense of 
achievement that you accomplished something and physical book that says, a thesis book that says, I 
can manage and solve a problem, and that's a book that I brought to an interview process and that paid 
dividends. 

02:17 – 02:22 
[Cut to final screen with College of Business and Economics logo and three areas of focus: active 
learning, research with impact, community engagement. Screen fades to black.] 
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